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Reviewer's report:
Well-written organized, and comprehensive synthesis of the current considerations and landscape for Zika vaccine development from a number of existing WHO reports available on the WHO and clinicaltrials.gov websites by a group of eminent authors who appear to have been involved in the series of WHO meetings that led to the source documents. As WHO should be a main driver in coordination of the many Zika vaccine efforts worthwhile, exposing thoughts and the landscape widely may be worthwhile.

The review largely overlaps a series of similar and slightly more expansive articles just published in a supplement to J Inf Dis in December 2017.

The important hurdles posed by the limitations of current diagnostics are underplayed here, just a brief statement without elaboration in an ending paragraph. If laboratory endpoints in clinical trials are to be paramount as suggested by the authors, this warrants more discussion.

The history of flavivirus vaccine development is much in the news these days with the challenges of dengue vaccine becoming more apparent. This needs a full and separate section for discussion.

More is now known of biology and impact of infection in pregnant women (CZS) and populations (GBS). A numerical impact ballpark that would drive vaccine development strongly or not might be stated. Any adverse effects of live virus vaccines might then be put in context of levels of sexual transmission and levels of CZS in future epidemics.
Should the discussion of the possible vaccine platforms be re-ordered in order of likelihood of success? Seems unusual to lead with nucleic acid vaccines, a platform that has yet to see success for any infectious disease.

The non-vaccine therapeutics and prophylaxis seem the least promising, do they need so much coverage or do they belong in another paper?

There is too little discussion on sample size of necessary clinical trials, period of follow-up (given the antibody-dependent enhancement issues with flaviviruses), need for multiple trials in multiple regions, and cost.

Fatigue by industry for development of vaccines for newly emerging viruses has been evident recently and needs discussion.
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